LOST IN TRANSLATION
(ARE WE COMMUNICATING WHAT WE INTEND?)

Fast
Furious
Funny

but....

For your Safety
Do not
Have fun

Warning
For your safety do not swim and have fun in the water. It is pretty deep.

For your Safety
Thus We Begin

Causing Nuisances

I think I need more information
Go Gently, Keep a Low Profile

Notice:
- Smoking and fires are strictly forbidden.
- Please do not run, chase, and climb over the rails.
- Please climb the pagoda gently, treasure the nation's historical relics, and care for public property.
- Please keep visiting in order, low profile, and no littering.
- Please take care of your belongings, and no dangerous behaviors.
- The old, the children, the weak, and the disabled should be accompanied when climbing the pagoda.
- In case of emergency, please obey the staff members.

Make sure, No Romping

Danger! Deep Water! No Romping!
Mind Your Improper Habits...

Maintain Most Decent Image

Drop Down!

No Nearing!

Or Striding for that matter!
Is a Drop Down like a Droping Fall?

For Clarification

Drop Down

Droping Fall
The Beauty Spot

Inner

What?

The beauty spot inner strictly prohibit from climbing rock and everything danger activity!

Be Careful On Empty!

Narrow Road! Be Careful on Empty!
Who is the Real One?

Speaking of Food... and Grug
Old Guys Shouldn’t try to get around on their own

Take Care Oldster!
There’s a Place for Unrecycling

For Further Help:
Public Security Bureau of the Transact Papers Service Center
Hopefully this has translated things and you find your way!

The End